The lateration algorithm is used by the multilateration (MLAT) system to estimation the position of an aircraft using a time difference of arrival (TDOA) measurement vector generated from its transponder emissions detected at spatially deployed ground station (GS)s. The accuracy at which the aircraft position is determined by the lateration algorithm depends on several factors two of which are the choice and number of reference GSs used in generating the TDOA measurement vector. This paper compares the aircraft PE accuracy of a lateration algorithm using TDOA measurement vector generated using a single and double GS reference selection techniques which are respectively based on signal-to-noise (SNR) and condition number computations. The PE accuracy comparison is carried out at some selected aircraft positions with the GSs in a square configuration distribution. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation result shows that the PE error obtained by the lateration algorithm using TDOA measurement vector generated with the double GS reference selection technique is on the average 20% less than that obtained using the single GS reference selection technique.
INTRODUCTION
This document is a template for Microsoft Word. Structure Multilateration (MLAT) system is one of the wireless positioning systems used by the air navigation service provider (ANSP) for surveillance purposes [1] . It consists of spatially located ground stations (GS)s connected to a central processing station (CPS) where the aircraft position estimation (PE) process takes place. The aircraft PE process of the MLAT system is in two stages [2, 3] . The first stage involves generating a time difference of arrival (TDOA) measurement vector using the aircraft transponder emission (at 1090 MHz) detected at each of the spatially deployed GSs [3] [4] [5] . In the second stage which is the scope of this paper, the generated TDOA measurement vector from the first stage is used by the lateration algorithm with the known coordinates of the deployed GSs to estimate the position of the aircraft.
Each of the TDOAs in the measurement vector generated in the first stage have a non-linear relationship with the position of the aircraft [6] [7] [8] . Thus, several approaches to establish a linear relationship between the two variables have been presented which resulted in the two forms of lateration algorithms namely closed-form and open-form [8] . The open-form lateration algorithm is mostly used when the MLAT system is in an active aircraft PE mode. In this scenario, the MLAT system is not standalone. It is installed alone with other surveillance systems such as surveillance radar and automatic dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B). The closedform lateration algorithm is used when the MLAT system is in a passive mode (standalone) which is considered in this paper for aircraft PE.
The linearization process in the closed-form approach involves algebraic manipulation of the TDOA equation also known as hyperbolic equation to establish a linear relationship between the two variables resulting in what is known as plane equations [8, 9] . The algebraic manipulation made the closed-form lateration algorithm have high PE error due to its high sensitivity to errors in the input variable [7] . Several works have proposed different techniques to improve the PE accuracy of the closed-form lateration algorithm through the reduction of the PE error [6, 8, [10] [11] [12] . One of the techniques considered is choosing the suitable GS reference to generate the TDOA measurement vector for use by the lateration algorithm [8, 10, 13] . In [9] , a condition numberbased GS reference pair selection technique is proposed. It involves solving and choosing the GS pair whose TDOA measurement vector resulted in the least condition number value of a TDOA measurement-based matrix. Another technique to selecting a suitable GS reference is the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) based technique [11] . It involves choosing a GS that is closest to the emitting aircraft as the reference in generating the TDOA measurement vector. Both techniques have been shown to improve the PE accuracy of the closed-form lateration algorithm.
However, no aircraft PE accuracy comparison between the two techniques have been presented to determine the best. Thus, in this paper, the aircraft PE accuracy comparison of the lateration algorithm using the TDOA measurement vector generated with the single GS reference selection technique based on SNR computation and double GS reference selection technique based on condition number computation is presented. This is to determine which of the GS reference selection technique who's generated TDOA measurement vector resulted in the least aircraft PE error by the closed-form lateration algorithm.
The reminder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the closed-form lateration algorithms based on single and double referencing GS approaches. The GS reference selection techniques to be used with the lateration algorithms is presented in Section 3 while the simulation result and discussion are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. the paper into sections and subsections, including the opening brief abstract, introduction, body and summary. Include a list of references at the end of the chapter.
AIRCRAFT POSITION ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
In this section of the paper, the mathematical derivations of the lateration algorithms based on the single and double GS referencing approaches are presented. 
Single Ground Station Reference Close-form Lateration Algorithm
where the coefficients of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) can be found in [10] . The subscript " " and " " in the coefficients of Eq. (4) (6) is the mathematical expression for the aircraft PE process of the closed-form lateration algorithm based on single GS referencing.
Double Ground Station Reference Closed-form
Lateration Algorithm Unlike in the single GS reference lateration algorithm in which a single GS is used a reference, a pair of GS is used in generating the TDOA measurement vector in the double GS reference closed-form lateration algorithm. Choosing the ith and jth GSs a reference pair with the kth and mth as non-reference GSs, four TDOA hyperbolic equations are generated as follows [9] . 
where the coefficients of Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) are functions of TDOA measurements and GS coordinates which can be found in [9] .
Subsequently, the representation of Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) in matrix form is as follows:
Eq. (13) is the mathematical expression for the aircraft PE process of the closed-form lateration algorithm based on double GS reference.
Total Least Square (TLS) Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) In this subsection, the total least square (TLS) approach based on singular value decomposition (SVD) used in finding the solution to the least square (LS) problems in Eq. (6) and Eq. (13) is presented. Let matrix M be a concatenation of matrix Q and n in either Eq. (6) or Eq. (13) as follows:
where
Taking the SVD of matrix M as follows [15] :
The estimated position of the aircraft by the closed-form lateration algorithm is obtained as: 
Eq. (16) is the estimate location of the aircraft using either Eq. (6) or Eq. (13) . It is assumed the TDOA error is the major cause of the PE error which is modelled as a Gaussian random variable with probability density function as (0, ) where is known as the TDOA error standard deviation (SD) given in seconds.
GROUND STATION REFERENCE SELECTION TECHNIQUES
In this section of the paper, the GS reference selection techniques to be used with the single and double GS reference closed-form lateration algorithms presented in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 for the aircraft PE are presented.
Single Ground Station Reference Selection
Technique For the single GS reference selection technique, the SNRbased method proposed in [11] is used. Let in dBm be the aircraft transponder transmit power of the signal which is detected at each of the deployed GSs. The received aircraft transponder emission power in dBm at any of the GS is obtained as follows:
where ∈ [ , , , ] and is the path loss attenuation on the aircraft transponder emission obtained using Eq. (18). 10 10 32.44 20log ( ) 20log ( )
The in Eq. (18) is the horizontal distance between the aircraft and any of the GS. Let be the receiver sensitivity used at each of the GS, then the SNR of the received aircraft transponder emission at any of the GS is:
Using Eq. (19), the GS to be used as reference in generating the TDOA measurement vector is determined and it is the GS with the least SNR value. That is, the GS with least distance from the aircraft.
Double Ground Station Reference Selection
Technique The GS reference selection technique proposed in [9] is used in determining the suitable GS pair as reference for the lateration algorithm in Section 2.2. It involves calculating the condition number of a TDOA measurement-based matrix and using the GS pair with the least condition number as reference to generate the TDOA measurement vector. The TDOA measurement matrix is expressed as follows [9] :
The condition number of matrix in Eq. (20) is obtained as follows:
where ‖ ‖ and ‖ −1 ‖ is the spectra-norm of matrix and its inverse respectively.
Summary of the procedure to select the suitable GS pair to generate the TDOA measurement vector for use with the closed-form lateration algorithm in Section 2.2 is presented below [9] :
Step-1: Generate the TDOA measurement vector for each of the possible GS pair combinations.
Step-2: Solve for ( ) in Eq. (21) using each of the TDOA measurement vector generated in Step-1.
Step-3: The GS pair whose TDOA measurement vector resulted in the least value of ( ) in Eq. (21) is the suitable GS reference.
In the next section, the PE accuracy of the two lateration algorithms presented in Section 2 using the GS reference selection techniques in Section 3 is presented.
SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Position root mean square error (RMSE) is used as the performance measure in determining the PE accuracy of the lateration algorithms. Mathematically, for the = 500 realization Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, the position RMSE is mathematically expressed as:
where ( , ) and (̂,̂) respectively are the known and estimate position of the emitter at the n th MC realization.
The transmitter (aircraft transponder) and receiver parameters for the computation of the SNR value at each of the GS is presented in Table 1 and are based on actual system used in the civil aviation industry. The GSs used are labelled GS-1, GS-2, GS-3 and GS-4, and are deployed in a square configuration as shown in Figure 1 . The PE performance analysis is carried out at six randomly selected aircraft positions with coordinates presented in Table 2 . By varying the TDOA error SD from 0 to 2 nsec, the position RMSE based on Eq. (22) for the single and double GS reference lateration algorithms each with its corresponding GS reference selection technique is determined at each of the selected aircraft positions in Table 2 and are presented in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , it can be seen that irrespective of the lateration algorithm and GS reference selection technique, the position RMSE varies with the location of the aircraft. The lateration algorithm with the double GS reference has the least position RMSE compared to single GS reference. Table 3 shows the position RMSE comparison between the single and double GS reference lateration algorithm at TDOA error SD of 1 nsec. At the aircraft position A, the single GS reference lateration algorithm has a position RMSE of about 16.31 m while that of the double GS reference has about 11.92. The absolute position RMSE difference is about 4.39 m which corresponds to a reduction of about 27%. This means that at aircraft position A, the double GS reference lateration algorithm produced position RMSE, which is 27% less than that obtained using the single GS reference lateration algorithm.
The analysis is extended to aircraft at positions B, C, D, E and F. The absolute position RMSE differences between the single and double GS reference lateration algorithms at aircraft positions B, C, D, E and F are 2.39 m, 9.18 m, 42.21 m, 31.69 m and 47.50 m respectively. This corresponds to a percentage absolute difference of about 30%, 31%, 41%, 42% and 36% respectively. On the average, based on the selected aircraft positions with coordinates as presented in Table 2 and GS configuration and distribution as presented in Figure 1 , the double GS reference lateration algorithm in Section 2.2 with the GS reference selection technique in Section 3.2 produced position RMSEs that are about 20% less than the single GS reference lateration algorithm with the SNR based GS reference selection technique. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the PE accuracy of a single and double GS reference lateration algorithms each with a GS reference selection technique is presented. This is aimed at determined the best reference selection technique whose TDOA measurement vector resulted in the least aircraft PE error. The analysis is carried out at some randomly selected aircraft positions with the GSs in a square configuration distribution based on MC simulation. Result comparison shows that the double GS reference lateration algorithm produces the least position RMSE which is on the average 20% less than that produced by the single GS reference lateration algorithm. It is assumed that the main source of the PE error by the lateration algorithm is the TDOA error which is modelled as a Gaussian random variable with a normal probability density function. 
